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Born on the 23rd October 1972 in Nova Gorica is Sebastjan Peršolja, a young and

ambitious Slovenian sculptor and artist, with great prospects and artistic as well as

intellectual potential.

It is a fact that he is a polyvalent artist, elegant and refined, who deals with

painting, graphics, sculpting using various materials (clay, glass, bronze, stone), but

what should also be emphasized, for history and for the chronicle, is that his very

first solo exhibition of great expressive and artistic value, was exposed when he

was only 13 years old and since then he has successfull presented himself in over

one hundred solo exhibitions. 

Passion, love and creative energy dominate his opus and are the engines that have

stimulated him and stimulate him to this day, inspiring and guiding him to put

together his enormous talent and his infinite imagination, because together with

his qualities he commits himself courageously to invest all of himself in the most

language most congenial to him, transforming in beautiful creatures the

marvellous marble sculptures. 



Congratulations for being the selected

interviewed artist. What is art for you? How do

you convey a message through your art?

Where do you find your inspiration?

Art is a way of life for me.I live to create and i

create to live.Through my artwork i express my

feelings and i endure distant worlds from space

and the beauties of nature that surrounds us.I

manage to connect through creation with

cosmic energy which fills me with positive

energy and through works of art i can convey

that energy and beauty to people.

Through my art i would like to convey the

message of peace,love,beauty and healing

energy from the worlds present in space.Each of

my works of art radiates joy,joy of life and

connection with the cosmos and nature through

colors and shapes.It is the voice of our deepest

consciousness.

I get inspiration for my work in the nature in the

life and among the people i meet.When i have in

front of me untreated marble block,in it i feel

and hear the figures,living being trapped in it

and i release them through creation processing,i

breathe life into them.Each of my sculptures is

like my child.Free the soul trapped in the stone

this is my greatest inspiration and mission.

Did you change your style over the years? In

which way?

When i started creating as a child,i had my first

solo exhibition at the age 13,i was creating

figures with black ink.I developed a filigree

precision technique,which i transfered to

painting and sculpture in my development.In a

40 years period of creation i have created an

extensive opus of works of art whose style is

recognizable and marks me.Every period in my

life is also visible in my artworks.Throughout all

periods and different cycles,there is a common

thread that connects all my artwork.



What is it like to be an artist nowadays? You

attended Venice Biennial. How was the

experience and which experience you like

most to attent in your artistic journey?

Today,being an artist is a great responsability

and mission.As an artist i can give through my

artwork positive vibes and beauty,love and

harmony among people.I can discover worlds

that are invisible to our eyes.The role of the

artist is increasingly important in the world

we live in.

My presence at the 57 th Venice Biennale in

the Armenian Pavilion in the Palace

Zenobio,as a guest ,it has enabled me to have

direct contact with artist,curators,collectors

and gallerists from all over the world.In a flood

of installations that are not real art for me i

allowed people to get in touch with my

sculptures from Carrara marble.I exhibited

two sculptures of a Mermaid in the lagoon.The

exhibition was visited from May to November

a lot of people and had a significant impact on

my artistic path.I have to mention my

experience when in 1998 i had my own solo

exhibition at the Miss World Pageant in

Seychelles and i conceptualized The Sceptre

of Beauty for Miss World,which was awarded

to the winner and it was presented by MTV

television to a 2 bilion audience.

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern platform will be held on new

international art festival programs all around

Europe, would you like to join us?

Thank you for selected me and invite me for

interview,i am happy and grateful to

cooperating with you and that i am part of

your artist.I am open to participating in your

programs in future.I look forward to.




